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Introduction 

This development Journal will show the progression of my game in chronological order, earliest first. 

I will explain my design decisions alongside the problems which arose whilst making the game. 

For the past year in my spare time, as a hobby I have been tinkering with electronics mainly the 

Arduino Dev Board. I am very interested in the mechanics of input devices mainly. 

‘Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware 

and software. It's intended for artists, designers, hobbyists, and anyone interested in creating 

interactive objects or environments. ‘ 

ARDUINO.ORG.2012.Arduino.[WWW] http://www.arduino.cc/ (2 July 2012). 

The Arduino is connected to a computer via the USB port, it has the facility which allows multiple 

inputs from multiple sensors which then can control surroundings by controlling lights , motors and 

many other  electronic objects from code sent from the Arduino IDE.  

    

Arduino Board      Raspberry PI Board 

‘The Raspberry Pi is a credit-card sized computer that plugs into your TV and a keyboard. It’s a 

capable little PC which can be used for many of the things that your desktop PC does, like 

spreadsheets, word-processing and games. It also plays high-definition video. We want to see it 

being used by kids all over the world to learn programming. ‘ 

RASPBERRYPI.ORG.2012.Raspberrypi.[WWW] http://www.raspberrypi.org/faqs/ (2 July 2012). 

 [July 2012] 

Game Concept Ideas 

So when thinking about the game I was to make I wanted to implement my own control system  

using a Arduino and a Raspberry Pi this would be a major part of the game.  

I have a good knowledge of Unity 3D and I understand scripting to a intermediate level with 

JavaScript and C#, so I knew what engine I was to use, I knew there would be a external control 

system , so the first thing I started working on was a plot for the game.  

My first idea was about a space exploration mission where four Astronauts are sent to Mars to 

retrieve a fuel found on Mars and also to bring back the Curiosity Rover back to Earth.  

http://www.raspberrypi.org/faqs
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This idea gave me scope so I could make a controller to control the Curiosity Rover, also I thought 

there wouldn’t be many assets required so I could do this project on my own.  

 

Controller  

 

The first thing for me to was make some kind of a controller with Arduino board , I knew that the 

Arduino can send data via the serial output and I also knew that Unity 3D can read data from a serial 

input. This gave me the confidence that it is possible to communicate from the Arduino to the games 

engine. I looked on the internet if there were scripts which connected input devices to Unity. 

I found a script which connected a accelerometer to Unity.  

UNITY3D.COM.Unity3d.[WWW] http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/51830-Unity-Arduino-labyrinth  

(2 August 2012). 

 

I made a list of development stages to make a external controller for my project, this should keep 

me busy till the end of the month. 

 

 Make a communication pipeline Arduino to Unity. 

 Controller Designs 

 Mysql and PHP for Communication with RPI 

 

 

Forum user jensborje from the Unity Forum for his final project in a computer technology course, 

had made a controller with the Arduino board where a accelerometer connected a to a Arduino 

which would control the rotation of the ball depending on the movement of the accelerometer to 

guide the ball out of a maze.  

 

I really liked this idea but I didn’t want to use accelerometer, I wanted to use potentiometers so 

when a dial is turned a object turns in the game. 

The first thing I needed to do was extract data from the potentiometers,  I used a script which comes 

with Arduino IDE, See Appendix [PotScript-1] This script switches a LED on or off depending on the 

movement on the potentiometer dial. 

By cross examining the example scripts provided by Arduino, I worked out by adding the following 

line of code Serial.print(outputValue); to [PotScript-1] allows data to be sent to serial port.  

With Arduino IDE there is a function called Serial Port Reader, this basically reads any data sent to it 

via the Serial Port, this allows you to see what data is being produced by the Arduino, this was very 

helpful in debugging. 

For a few days I was having problems getting accurate data from the potentiometers it just didn’t 

make any sense, what I wanted was a number increase as the potentiometer is turned what I was 

getting was mixed number on rotation with no fixed pattern.  

I decided to use the example potentiometer script and the script for the accelerometer written by 

Forum user jensborje as reference and write my own version this process took me about 10 days get 

to work.  Appendix [Testarray-2] I was using a servo motor to represent the object which will be 

http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/51830-Unity-Arduino-labyrinth
http://forum.unity3d.com/members/20743-jensborje
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controlled in Unity,  I knew if I can control a servo motor via the script I had made, then all I would 

need to add would be the serial print command and that would send the data to the serial port.  

Once I had the servo motor turning with the potentiometer, the next step for me was to read that 

data in Unity. I created the following scene in Unity . 

 

This scene included a turret which I quickly made up in the engine editor.  I put a cross axis to guide 

the shot.  

The Scene was ready , now I needed to add the Unity script to make things happen e.g. turn the 

turret with the Arduino controller.  

In theory it sounded easy , by looking at Jensborg script for the accelerometer, I understood what is 

going  on, so I started writing a c # script , It wasn’t so simple, I couldn’t get the data to be read from 

the script which I had made.  See Appendix [serialRotation]. 

So I thought deconstruct the script examples again and write a new script for the turret controller 

for unity. 

So I went back to the scripting board and started writing a script to control the Unity scene. This 

wasn’t going too well for a few days till I got a breakthrough. See Appendix [Arraytestserial-2] this 

script connected to the turret, made the turret move but at a very fast speed, I wasn’t too bothered 

about that , I was happy I had created a link between the Arduino potentiometer and Unity. This 

script gave me a foundation to build on. 

 I now knew how to communicate between Unity and Arduino IDE, I can tweak and add things to the 

code later on . 

After Working on the programming of the controller settings, for about 20 days , I wanted to do 

something else,  so I started the second stage of the controller which was the display unit of the 

controller.  

This would be powered by a Raspberry Pi, what I wanted to achieve here was to have device which 

you can control the rover with and also send visual and voice commands to the player.  The main 

purpose of this display was so it can be used a secondary visual device where mini games can be 

played on and on completion of the mini games  codes will be awarded which would give you access 

to another part of the main game.   

Controller Prototyping 

July 28th  
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I was working on prototype case designs for the controller alongside the programming this week . I 

used Maya to create the following designs 

   

Prototype Concept 1      Prototype Concept 2 

   

Prototype Concept 3      Prototype Concept 4 

When I was making these models, there were a few factors I had to consider like scale, required area 

for certain PCB boards within the case, the wiring, soldering and the actual manufacturing of the 

case. 

Every model I made,  I made it to scale, using the Maya measurement tool.  

Prototype Concept 1 would house a TFT screen : 107mm(L) x 80mm(W) x 15mm(H) , A Arduino 

Board and a Raspberry PI.  

Unity will communicate  with the Raspberry Pi and the Arduino will communicate with Unity to send 

rotation data which will be converted to movement of the rover in the game.   

Prototype Concept 2 Would house a HTC Android Phone , A Nintendo Wii Controller and a Arduino 

Board.  

The Android phone will be running a separate application which the PC can communicate with, so a 

command will happen on the PC game which will activate something on the Android phone and vice 

versa . The Arduino will send data to the PC Game to move Rover. The Wii controller can be used 

instead on the dials or alongside the dials eg button 1 to shoot.  
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Prototype Concept 3 would house only a Arduino Board. This device will only send data to the PC 

Game. 

Prototype Concept 4 would also only house a Arduino Board. This device will only send data to the 

PC Game 

[August 2012] 

In the first week of August I started looking for a customised case manufacturer , I come across a 

company called Bitcrafts on the ETSY Website http://www.etsy.com/shop/bitcrafts?ref=top_trail . 

I contacted them, I got to speak to the owner of the company Nick, I told him about my project he 

was keen to help me make my case, he told me “ that they will laser cut the plastic but I would have 

to put it together” .  I  didn’t mind doing this, I told him as soon I have decided on the case design I 

will send him a image to see if it's feasible to make. 

The next day I weighed up various factors with each of the cases to pick one for prototype 

manufacturing, I chose prototype concept 1, because I thought that would be the safest option for 

space inside the case, the last thing I wanted to happen was some PCBboard not fit inside. Also this 

case would have screen built into the controller, which I really wanted . 

I sent Nick, a image of prototype concept 1 , he replied a couple of days later to say there will be no 

problem cutting that into shape for me, he sent me a drawing of the case with the separate parts on 

there.  See diagram on the left and on the right I updated diagram with changes. 

   

Once I had given Nick the go ahead to laser cut the case, I started the next stage for the controller 

which was the communication from Unity to the Raspberry PI. 

Controller Scripting 

The first method I thought up was to use mysql and php to communicate back and forth to Unity, in 

the past year or so I played around making a online score board for one of my games. 

http://www.etsy.com/shop/bitcrafts?ref=top_trail
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‘ The MySQL database has become the world's most popular open source database because of its 

high performance, high reliability and ease of use. It is also the database of choice for a new 

generation of applications built on the LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP / Perl / Python.) 

Many of the world's largest and fastest-growing organizations including Facebook, Google, Adobe, 

Alcatel Lucent and Zappos rely on MySQL to save time and money powering their high-volume Web 

sites, business-critical systems and packaged software.’ 

MYSQL.COM2012.Mysql.[WWW] http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/ (12 August 2012). 

 I understood that its possible and I had some scripts to work from. 

The plan is on collision In the Mars Game on the PC, a variable of string or numbers to be sent to a 

mysql database, which is then stored . 

The controller device running the Raspberry PI , will grab data from the mysql database and convert 

it into a action .  

For example once a level is completed in the game, The PC game will send the number 100 to the 

database that number will be stored in the database then the controller will look at the database to 

see if the result in the database is equal to previous result  if it’s the same it will do nothing if it's 

different, a new command will be executed like a sound or a visual on the controller.  

I was also thinking of having mini games on the controller to complete to get bonus features in the 

game. This would work by basically sending a message via mysql Database to the Unity game which 

will do a action depending on the message.  

By Using MySql and PHP meant I had a communication pipeline for my controller to work. 

For about 2 weeks I worked on the Communication pipeline making various scripts.  

I found a script on the Unity3D Wiki site see Appendix [HS-Controller] I have used this script 

previously for one of my other games,  so understood how the script worked. 

This script basically sends the end score of a game to a database to be put into a leader board.  I 

didn’t want to do that I wanted to send data to be stored in the database . 

 I had the foundation of what I wanted to achieve, but it required a few changes.  I Made a few 

changes to this script you can see in appendix [My Hs-Controller] ( This script is explained in more 

detail in the Appendix). To make a entry into a database via Unity I had to do the following, a object 

will require a script which activated the HS-controller script.  I made a script which did this see 

Appendix [box-1] The box-1 script would look out for a collision with a object with a player tag 

attached to it, once this object collided with the player it would enable the HS-Controller, which then 

would send data to the database in the background.  

Example how the procedure works , player collides with a object , a number is generated for that 

collision in this example lets say 10, then that number is inserted into the database in the 

background.  It took me about 2 weeks to get the scripts functioning to the level I wanted 

 

August 25th 2012 

http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/
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The last weeks of August I started working on the retrieving data and the execution of commands 

from that data.  

 

 
This is communication pipeline chart, Raspberry Pi controller via PHP would retrieve the data from . 

‘PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for Web 

development and can be embedded into HTML’ 

PHP.Net.2012.Php.[WWW]  http://www.php.net/ (18 August 2012). 

Once I had the scripts working which would add data to the database I needed to write a PHP script 

which enquired a database and showed the last result so that could be read. I needed to this 

because if I enquired the database and it showed me all the results when retrieving information for 

the game it would be confusing when allocating a action to the result.  

I wrote a script which did this [mars.php] this worked perfectly it enquired the database and pointed 

to the last result , this then was displayed on the webpage , for example webpage 

www.sampleurl.com/mars.php would show the last result of the database, this then would be 

parsed by unity to read the text from that page and convert it into a variable Unity understood. 

Once I had this working I put the rest of the controller development on hold because I was at a stage 

now where I had the foundation built and working , it was only missing the context which wouldn’t 

be so difficult  to add at a later time. 

Team Nazak 

On 25th August Zak Sallis called me to say if I was interested in working with him, I wasn’t that 

interested really because I have spent the past 2 months working on this project already.  

But as I have worked with him previously and I thought it would be better to have extra person , 

which could allow more assets to be created. So I explained the project to him and said I have 

already started work on something so if he wanted to work with me, the controller will be part of 

the project, he agreed so I showed him of my concepts about the Mars game, he really liked the idea 

so we arranged a meeting for the end of the week and agreed to have some ideas and thoughts for a 

potential game .  I wrote the following plot. 

Year 2020 , Nazak Space Agency exploration to Mars . 

PC 
Game

MySqlJavascript

RPI 
Controller

MySql JavascriptPHP

http://www.sampleurl.com/mars.php
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This is Nazak Space Agency Fourth exploration to Mars 2 Failures and 1 Successful attempt so far. 

 On the last attempt Mars Explorer 786, returned to earth with a mineral found on Mars, it was 

named by the agency as Crupe. A Kilogram of the material Crupe has powered the Last Four 

explorations and Nazak Space Agency only have about 200 grams remaining. This is not enough for 

any further explorations.  Nazak Space Agency has prepared a exploration to retrieve the Curiosity 

Rover left on the planet in 2012 and also to mine more Crupe to take back to Earth. 

 

The mineral Crupe is found on Mars Crater Chaman 61.11°S 309.13°W ,  Crupe is high grade fuel 10g 

can power a  large city for 6 months about 200g powers the space ship explorer to Mars and back to 

Earth.  

  

Crupe is located within cliffs of the Chaman Crater, we have some knowledge of cave like areas 

within the crater, we believe there may be a large stock pile of Crupe to be mined there.  

 

Four leading astronauts have been sent to Mars to retrieve the curiosity rover, because it has found 

potential molecular life and a new alien fossil fuel on Mars,  

Mars Explorer 786 is close to the red planet , the 3 leading astronauts are in position and in control 

to land the Explorer 786 .  

 

After landing on to Mars successfully there is problem with the space ship air control system, the 3 

pilots suddenly suffocate without no warning, they die instantly within seconds.  The alarms on the 

bridge start ringing. the fourth astronauts John Doe the leading engineer on the project , is strapped 

in to his seat in the engine room has no idea what has suddenly occurred to his colleges on the main 

deck.   

 

John Doe , the surviving space explorer realises something is wrong after radioing to the bridge with 

no reply .  he looks at his Personal Pod Device and logs into the bridge cameras realises his 

companions are not moving and danger alarms are ringing, then he logs on to the spaceship main 

frame computer to see why the alarms are ringing to his shock he finds out that his companions 

have died to lack of air,  a malfunction on landing which switched of the air supplies on the bridge. in 

a bit of panic John, goes to the engine room and tries to locate the problem , with his PCD he logs on 

to main frame locates a fuse problem, as the head engineer it is his job to take care of the problems. 

John fixes the problem . then logs on to the computer and the alarms have switched off. He makes 

his way up to the bridge in tears, in grief he moves his fellow astronauts into the store room he 

radios to the Earth and explains the situation. 

This was my story and plot to for us to start the game on. 

 

On 29th August we set up our first meeting on Skype we discussed our ideas I showed him the plot I 

had written he really liked the idea Zak had some ideas too, he wanted to add some kind of fighting 

melee aspect into the game so we decided we were to have some kind of aliens the astronaut would 

have to kill when being attacked. I didn’t really like this idea, but went with it. 

After the first meeting I decided to make a website of work we did on google sites ,I set up the 

following site https://sites.google.com/site/nazakfinalgame/  . the idea was we would put any work 

we were doing on this site so we had a good communication channel. 

https://sites.google.com/site/nazakfinalgame/
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September 2012 

The next thing I did was to make asset list for Zak and I to complete. See Appendix [Asset List] 

We separated tasks where Zak would do the main character and the Space Ship and I was to work on 

the Curiosity Rover, the spaceship interior and the engine room. 

 

The parts arrive for the first prototype case for the controller today , I partly assemble the case, to 

see how it looked. 

 
I was happy with the outcome. 

 

Curiosity Rover 

The plan for the first week of September was to research into the curiosity rover and make some 

concept models for the rover. I started by making a mood board of images of the curiosity rover 

available on the net. 

 
 

Below you can see my first concept model of the Curiosity Rover , I made this up using my mood 

board as a reference. 
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Zak and I spoke that we were to have quite a lot cut scenes in the game. So for the next few days I 

experimented with the current rover I had made, by making a Maya scene with some rocks, skybox 

using one of my paintings as the background and the curiosity rover. The reason for this task was 

trying to build a art style in my head to see what worked.  

 
I thought this worked really well, the art style was nailed first attempt. I showed Zak and he agreed 

he liked it to. So that bit was quite easily decided a couple of days playing around with Maya got 

some good results.  We both thought that there was no need to look at other options at this time 

deep rich colours and almost photo realistic is the art style we decided we were going to work on.  

 

The next thing I worked on was making animation of the rover moving on some terrain. See 

Appendix [Curiosity-Moving] 

I was planning to buy Unity 4 pro student version which allows cut scenes to be added to the game. 

 

The idea behind this was to make a animation which we could use as a cut scene somewhere to 

show the Rover moving to its destination, it was ok but not usable in the game, the curiosity wasn’t 

to a good enough standard yet, it was only first concept, so I made another version of the rover, this 

time with arm and clamp on it, it looked much better than the previous version. 
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Story Board Cut Scenes 

We had a meeting on 7th September and we discussed what is going to be the first thing we are to 

work on . I made up a storyboard to follow the scenes we would need. I made story board for the 

first 6 scenes for the game,  

 
First scene of the game will be the spaceship moving towards Mars 

Second scene is of the bridge with red lights flashing and the astronaut casualties. 

Third scene is the surviving astronaut in distress. 

Fourth scene is of the communication between the surviving astronaut and the space agency base. 

Fifth Scene is of a screen tracking the curiosity rover. 

Sixth scene is the astronaut taking its first few steps on Mars. 

 

The plan was to get all the assets done to make those scenes then we start making assets for the 

game. 

 

We decided to make the first scene from the story board, the first cut scene we were to work on was 

a scene showing the spaceship getting closer to the Mars. I was to animate and Zak was to make the 

model for the spaceship. 

 

 
  Zaks spaceship  My Edited Version 

Zak made this spaceship for the game, I wasn’t too happy with it because it looked more like 

aeroplane than a spaceship, it didn’t look right i decided to change it myself due to Zak having some 

family commitments for the next few days.  I spent a couple hours and edited Zaks model. My 

version looked a lot better. I had the spaceship to a good enough standard to make the first cut 

scene. 

 
This cut scene animation was to last 15 seconds, where the spaceship would head towards mars.  

The reason for this was to build a picture of the space travel and the first scene to be showing the 

spaceship arriving to Mars. This scene didn’t take me that long to do, it took me longer to rip than it 
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did to make. I made an animation folder on my computer,  I put this animation in that folder to be 

used at a later date.  

 

Next scene we were to make was in line with the plot where the astronauts suffocate on landing so I 

needed a model of the astronaut textured so I could make that scene. It was Zak responsibility to 

make the astronaut he sent me a version a few days after I completed the intro scene. But I wasn’t 

too happy with it, it didn’t fit into the art style I was going for. The Spaceman on the right was Zaks 

first version I edited that version to make the version on the left,  

 

 
I liked the version I had made from Zaks Model, I spent a couple hours on the model just trying to 

give bigger features, Zak’s version just looked too timid to be a astronaut.  Zak said he would Rig it 

and texture it.  

 

We went back to University to start our third and final year on 16th September here we discussed 

our teams to the lecturers and told them of our game concepts.  

The next thing on my asset list for me to do was the Spaceship pilot bridge, I started by making a 

mood board. Then I started making model in Maya.  

 

Spaceship Pilot Bridge 

 
I used the above mood board as reference to create my Spaceship Pilot Bridge. 
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I was quite happy with the result, one of the major things I had to take into consideration was the 

scale, I needed everything to look right.  

 

 

 
 

 I achieved this by using the astronaut we had already done as a reference and made the rest of the 

assets in scale with that. I used bits from all examples on my mood board to make my version of the 

pilot bridge.  

 

I then made the engine room which was next on my asset list this would also be required for one of 

the cut scenes. 

 
 

The last week of September I worked in engine to put the assets we had so far in a scene.  

Free Roam Test Level 
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I wanted to test the assets  in engine to see if it had any problems importing. I had learnt from 

previous projects how to import into Unity and luckily I had no problem importing the assets. 

 

  
After a couple of days work I had made the above Unity scene for the game, the idea was the 

spaceship had landed on one of Mars craters, where there were also craters in the crater, the scale I 

was looking for was a 2km wide crater. When making this scene there few things I was trying to 

achieve, the first was trying to get the art style I had created in the Maya scene earlier this month, I 

achieved this. The second was trying to get a gasp of the scale requirements.  

 
 

I used the Unity terrain editor to make some of the terrain and I also made some crater models in 

Maya. 

 

For Testing purposes I was using the following texture to wrap the terrain and models with, the one 

on the left is unedited version I found the net, and the one on the right I edited the colours to give a 

orangey tinge. 

 

 
 

At present it was just a static scene, I haven’t written any scripts for any of the object yet, I will start 

them as soon as I receive the final spaceman of Zak, he said it should be ready In the next couple of 

days. 
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[October 2012] 

The scene I had made so far in Unity will not be in the game I wanted to make a test bed  to 

experiment on objects to see what worked and what didn’t work, the things that worked we would 

keep for the actual game. 

 

 I made a scene which would show the progress of the game, 

when you press key G on the keyboard, it would get you this scene where you could see what you 

have achieved so far. 

Astronaut Scripting 

 

 

Zak made another version of the astronaut, I told Zak, this was almost there but had deformations 

when imported into Unity, he needed to sort out the deformations he wasn’t happy about it but 

they did need to get done. 

 

I started working on a script for the Astronaut so he could move around the terrain.  For rest of this 

week I experimented with various scripts to make the astronaut move. 

I looked on the Unity Forum to see if there was a script I could use as a reference I found a script 

called Wow Camera Script, this basically allows the player to pan the camera around a character, I 

really liked the idea of this. 

 

I used the Wow Camera Script as a reference and wrote my own version of the script used parts of 

the Wow Script and I added gravity and animation to the character via script which made realistic 

movement for an astronaut. 

 

See script Appendix [SpaceController.js] 
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This script now panned the camera to follow the character , with the click of the mouse button you 

could pan 360 degrees around the character , when the character walked or jumped it activated the 

animation connected  for that action and with the gravity feature I added , the character when 

moved looked like he was space walking , this was the effect I was going for.  

For this effect I calculated the amount of gravity required for the effect by changing variables until it 

looked right. I looked at some videos on moon walking on you tube to get a idea of speed of 

movement. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQX9KOCS7MA for the rest of the week  I worked 

on this script till it was working to a standard I was happy with.  

 

On Monday 8 th October the class had a discussion about each of there projects , and certain factors 

were advised by Corrado for changes for each group, after proposing our idea of our game, it was 

discussed by the rest of the lecture group and Corrado that our project would be better as a 

exploration game with no fighting mêlée or aliens It would spoil the game.  

 

I took the advice on and thought they may be right it may not work and making more of a 

exploration game with Curiosity Rover would make it more educational and fun game prospect.  

 

Zak and I discussed a few ideas, it looked like Zak didn’t really like the general idea but was willing to 

go with it still, or that’s what I thought.  

 

End Of Team Nazak 

 

The next day Zak called me and said he is not happy with the project and the way it's going with the 

game, he is not comfortable with the exploration style of game.  

 

We discussed and decided that it is only second week of twelve of the project, we can go separate 

ways now, we agreed this was the best thing to do and to be honest Zaks hearts wasn’t in the idea 

from day, 1 I think he just wanted to work with someone and not on his own, I was comfortable with 

my idea and confident I could do it on my own, plus I had worked through the summer on this 

project already. Zaks input to the game so far was only a spaceship and astronaut.  

 

This now meant original idea of Mêlée fighting aliens was dropped from the game idea needed to 

change, I thought of a new concept for the game. 

 

 [1st October 2012] 

 

Due to this change, I thought of a new concept for the game which was exploration based, where 

you control the curiosity rover from the spaceship and do various missions with it, like finding 

minerals to mine, shooting lasers at rocks to analyse and maybe a timed obstacle course. 

I made a new asset list as soon I knew I was not working with Zak no more see appendix Asset List,  

In this list I put down all the assets I would need, the scripts and other objects needed to complete 

the game as I completed a asset it was ticked off the list. It was quite a big list, alot of work in the 

next few weeks was needed. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQX9KOCS7MA
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The first thing I made from the asset list was to remake the spaceship, I wasn’t too happy with the 

spaceship Zak had made. I wanted to base my spaceship on a long distance flying bird I found on the 

internet that the white eagle is renowned for its long distance flight.  

 

 

 
So when designing my spaceship I based it on the Eagle.  I was happy with the outcome. 

 

As I had a model of the Curiosity rover I had made a few weeks ago I though this week the next step 

for me was to get the Rover moving around with the Arduino controller.  

 

Controller Assembly 

 

October 2nd 2012 

Today I started working on the controller again, I thought I will spend the next few days finishing the 

build of the controller and completing the scripts I had written earlier on in the project. 

Firstly I made some diagrams before soldering and it worked in my head so I started soldering

  
 

I soldered wire to the potentiometer so It could be connected to a Prototype shield , then I soldered 

the wires to the Arduino Prototyping shield, this is my first attempt working with PCB board, I was 

quite nervous soldering just in case I soldered the wrong hole.  But luckily everything was perfect it 

worked as I thought.  
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The reason I made this shield was so I can reuse the Arduino, the prototype shield will connect on 

top of the Arduino which can be removed when not required and the joints are fixed unlike a 

breadboard where the wires could easily push out. 

 

Then the next thing to do was assemble the box, I stuck 3.5” Tft screen in the housing too and put 

some shiny gold dials on there. 

 

 
The Controller looked fantastic when it was made, I was really happy with the outcome. 

After testing the controls and it was powering up, it was time to start the scripting. 

 

At present this controller could connect to Unity and by turning dial one object moved in game not 

precisely but moved so I needed to get all the dials working to control the rover. 

I started working on the turret scene again (page 3) to get the data working with my controller.  

 At the moment when turning a potentiometer dial a result was being mapped for example turn 

slightly left the number would move up 10 move right slightly and the number would move down by 

10, a whole turn was producing a number of up 1028 and after testing the script [arraytestserial] I 

worked out the reason the turret was spinning so fast when I turned the potentiometer because the 

numbers being mapped/produced by the potentiometer where too high for example by turning the 

potentiometer all the way left produced a stream of numbers 1028 about 60 numbers of 1028 were 

being produced every second. This meant the turret was trying to spin around too many times. I 

thought I have to get the number being produced down so I went to the Arduino code and made it 

so only numbers from 0 to 360 can be produced on a turn. This slowed the turret down and worked 

a lot better.  The turret was moving and could be controlled, but was moving continuously there was 

no way to stop it.  I put a clamp on the number range in a script which allowed the turret to move 

only to a certain range , this stopped the continuous movement but was really difficult to control 

accurately . After couple of days experimenting with different options I then decided the script is not 

set up right and I shouldn’t be testing on a turret and actually testing on the Curiosity Rover . 

 

I made a mood board for satellites from images from the NASA website. 
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I spent a couple of days making satellites for the game,  from the moodboard I had created .These 

satellites would be used for destination points for ending levels and also for level cosmetic,  

 
 

October 4th  

I made a test scene for the rover where it could move with the controller. 

 
I decided to write a brand new script for the rover, as the previous one worked but not accurately , 

this script took me about a week to write.   

I made some diagrams of what the script would do and how the dials would be mapped. This helped 

me a lot when I was writing the script. 

 
See appendix [curiosityArduino_C1.cs] 

While testing this script an idea came to me instead of the Arduino script data controlling the rover it 
may be a good idea to have the unity script control the movement, because currently when moving 
a potentiometer dial a number was being mapped from 0 to 360 which in turn controlled the 
orientation of the rover on the screen, but didn’t work well at all, so I thought il map the data 
coming from the Arduino with the numbers 0 to 10 , 0 all the way right and 10 all the way left, this 
meant less data was being produced from the Arduino and I could assign actions to each of the 
numbers , for example if dial 1 has produced the number 5 then the unity script 
curiosityArduino_C1.cs would assign a action to the rover in this case the rover would start moving 
forward I pixel per frame and if you turned the dial all the way right the rover would stop moving. 
This idea was a massive breakthrough in my project. The way I did this was by adding a switch 
statement  
 
Controller Programming 
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switch (x)  ---- x is the variable used for the data stream coming from the Arduino 
{ 
case 0:  ------ if the data is 0 then  
xx=0;  ------ (xx is the variable which controls the x axis of the curiosity rover in the game) 
target.transform.Translate(0, 0, 0);  target is variable for the gameobject for the curiosity rover  so 
the curiosity would not move if 0, was produced 
break; -- this breaks the current switch statement 
case 5: --- if the data is 5 then  
xx=1;  ----- xx variable would be set to 1 
transform.Translate(xx, 0, 0); --- which would make the rover move 1 pixel per frame 
Debug.Log(x); shows the data in the debugging console. 
 
I replicated the above script example to work with all the numbers being produced by the Arduino, 
for 3 the dials of the controller, it was a lengthy procedure. One mistake in the code could make the 
rover do glitchy things for example one time I accidentally put the xx variable in the yy variables 
place and when you turned the dial the rover would fall through the ground it took a good few hours 
to find the problem.  
The [curiosityArduino_C1.cs] script was complete and working to a good enough standard, I was very 
happy with the outcome , I had made it so you turned dial 1 for forward and reverse, dial 2 was for 
the speed control and dial 3 controlled left and right orientation. 
 
Level Design 
 
The next step for me was to start making some kind of level design, I looked at some driving games 
for inspiration for level design , my plan was to make a series of events for the curiosity rover to 
drive around and collect items in a given time to progress to the next level. I really liked the level 
design on StuntMania Reloaded and Halo Run, I used these a reference when designing my level. 

 

 
 

I then drew a diagram of the first level design, to be used as a reference when making the first 
mission obstacle course. 
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The next thing after I had made the diagram I started making some obstacle models in Maya for the 
level. 
 
When making these models, I tried to use the diagram of the level design I made, there were couple 
things I had to take into consideration like the scale and height of certain obstacles. 
 

  

 
After making some 3D models, I put them into a scene in Unity and put a texture on the models and 
below you can see the result. The aim of this scene is the Curiosity Rover to complete the obstacle 
challenge in a certain given, I did a few tests to see how long it took to get to the gem which was the 
completion point. After doing about 10 runs I thought it would be good to give the player 90 seconds 
to complete the course, because in my tests I was completing the course averagely in about 75 
seconds, but I knew the route to take, so giving the player 90 seconds should be a challenging time. 
 

 
First Mission Level Scene In Unity. 
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The Arrows show the route to complete the obstacle course. The aim is to get to the gem to 

complete the mission In a given time. I was quite happy with this scene but there were problems 

with the camera, in a few positions of the course the camera would go through the wall and you 

couldn’t see the curiosity rover for about 2 seconds, which made it look quite bad I needed to 

change this somehow. 

 

12th October  

Today in the lecture I showed Corrado the above level, he liked the concept, but he said there were 

a problems like the curiosity rover would slide down an obstacle and he noticed camera problem.  

 

Training Levels 

 

I then showed Adam in his lecture and he advised me to change the course and to add some kind of 

training levels before the main level.  Adam said to make things simple in the first few levels, like just 

drive in a straight line, so the user gets used to the controls first. This was a good idea, because 

when using the controller the user will not know how to use it straight away the user would need to 

be trained , once the player knows how to use the controller then they should participate in the 

obstacle course instead of starting on the obstacle course.  I took the advice on board and decided 

to start again on the level design. 

For the next couple of days I  started working on the training levels, with the concept of a driving 

course where you would participate in training to achieve the goal of then driving in the real mission. 

The following are information screens for each of the training exercises, which would be displayed 

before the training exercise started. 

 
 The first training exercise I did was to drive in a straight line, the level design wasn't so difficult for 

this, I used the Unity terrain editor to create the level below 

 
The aim of this level was to train the player to move the Rover forward  with the controller. it takes 
about 60 seconds to complete this training section. i was quite happy with the visual of this level. 
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For the next training  level I wanted to teach the player how to turn the Rover Left and Right. i came 
up with the following level design for this. 

  
The aim for the player here was to get to the Gem to complete this part of the training ,I thought 
this was a good method to get the player used to the controls.  
The final training stage I made was to collect the minerals, this stage of training would consist of the 
2 previous stages alongside a new task of collecting the minerals this would be done by driving over 
the gem.  

 
On 15th October I had completed the training stages, I had arranged a meeting with Adam to discuss 
my game work in progress. I showed Adam what I had done he liked the concept of the training 
levels. he did advise me that the first training part took too long to complete and said people would 
get bored driving in a straight line for over a minute, I agreed. I thought the same. Another good 
point Adam told me was that there needed to be a focal vision point so the player can see where to 
go like a guidance and we discussed it would be a good idea to have some kind of light beacon 
showing the player where the end point was. I took all the information on board and arranged 
another meeting in a week's time. I was happy with the advise i was given by Adam.  
 

I wasn’t too happy with the training exercise information screens so I redesigned them. 

. 

I much preferred my new versions they looked alot better and had more information on them. 

 

Once the training levels were completed to a good enough standard I started working on the first 

mission obstacle course, as the previous obstacle course I had made had too many problems.  

I created some more models in Maya. 
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Mission 1 

 
 

This would be the final part of the obstacle course, this would be conjoined to the first part on the 

same map. Below you can see the result, when the models are put into Unity. I textured the models 

with a texture I have been using through my testing phase. My plan for this part of the project was 

not to worry so much about texturing the models to a  final state, keep the texturing quite basic till 

the next phase of the project and if something worked it would be a bonus for the second phase of 

the project. 

I was quite happy with the obstacle course I had made, it worked really well when I tested this. there 

were minor tweaks like height adjustment which needed to be done, after a few tests the rover 

worked really well with this course.  

 

The red X on the map, where death zones if the Rover fell into this section the level would be restarted. 
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I have added black arrows here to show the route for completing the obstacle course. There was a 

little issue on the game which Adam pointed out to me, I knew the route but other players it wasn't 

so clear so I needed to add some kind of route guidance for the player, I thought of adding flags on 

the map, and when you hit a flag, points would be rewarded. I wasn’t 100 percent happy with the 

Curiosity Rover Model, I spent a couple of days remodelling it, it just didn’t look right in engine. Here 

you can see the final version. 

Redesigned Curiosity Rover 

  

I used the mood board I had made earlier on the project to redesign the rover, I was happy with this 

version, it looked good in engine. 

I also added a shadow to the curiosity rover, as im using Unity free version you have to make a 

shadow material and add it manually. 

 

Scoring System & Collectables 

Currently I didn't have no scoring system in the game, so I started working on some kind of a scoring 

system, for this I worked on this map to set up a scoring system. 

 

I made a flag in Maya , I transferred it into Unity and added collision box with trigger enabled to it 

and added a tag of flag to it. this meant I can script that object.  

I spent the next few days working on a scoring system, I wrote the script Appendix [score.js line 642] 

I  wanted to achieve the following things from this script. Some kind of a scoring system, how I did 

this was by adding collectable minerals, every time  a mineral was collected 100 points would be 

rewarded alongside a time bonus this would be awarded.  

Testing  
I spent a couple of days testing the game trying to find glitches and bugs, one thing I noticed was the flags 
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would not give you a good guidance, they could not be seen properly when hoing up a hill or down a hill this 

needed to get changed. 

 

 

GUI 

I made a random number to be generated on collision with a collectable mineral, this would also add 

a collectable mineral to the GUI, the aim was to collect 7 minerals through the course which would 

allow a bonus feature in the game like open up a new rover to drive in the next level.  The reason I 

chose to add a random number for this was to make a different experience every time you played 

the level making it more challenging with a different experience every time. I also added a 

information bar , Score and Time to the GUI, all of this needed to be added to the score script 

 

The information bar was to show the player what mineral had been collected and the amount of 

bonus time awarded. I was happy with the look of the GUI it was the look I was going for. 

I also light mapped the scene, this makes a bit of difference to the visual of the game, I like the 

outcome of lightmapping the scenes. 

October 22nd 

The score script was complete by Monday and at Adams lecture I showed him the latest update with 

the scoring system and the mineral collection system added. He really liked this , I asked his opinion 

on the flags I wasn’t too happy with them, with the flags in certain places you couldn’t make out 

which way you should go.  He advised me to change them and add some kind of light which can be 

seen from the start of the level showing you the end destination, we discussed adding light beacon 
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coming from the sky which will show you where you had to get to. I went back and changed them I 

tried a couple of new options. The next couple of days  I tweaked all the levels , I added a scoring 

system to all the levels.  I had a concern about the flags, so I thought instead of the flags to give you 

route guidance I though add a checkpoint. When implemented this worked perfectly. I also added 

light beacons on the levels. The game was coming along nicely. 

 

By the end of this week I had a decent prototype ready, I had the controller working,  I had 3 

exercise levels completed, I had a mission completed, I had a scoring system working. There a few 

more tweaks needed, I thought I will come back to them next week. 

Game Flow Chart 

Below you can see a flow chart of how the game worked from start to finish  

 

October 29th  

When testing the game I realised there was a bit of a problem once you completed the level using 

the custom controller at the start of new level the rover would start moving without you turning the 

dial this was because the dial was set in position from the previous level, I thought a way to stop this 
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would be to add a calibration screen before the level starts, so I made a script and made a scene 

unity to this See Script Appendix[CalibrateaArduino.cs]  

By adding the calibration screen resolved the problem perfectly, now when you started a new level 

the Rover would start in stopped position. 

 

Intro Screen/Menu  

The next thing I started working on was a intro screen with a menu. I made animation which was a 

camera fly through with the spaceship on there. I also found a sound track on Freesound.org which I 

really liked so I added that to the intro screen. I thought this worked really well.  

 

On the intro screen I added buttons for different parts of the game. Light mapped the scene and 

added flare to the light. 

As I had some time, I decided to work on the next level, which I decided would be different to a 

obstacle course, it would be a timed run to save a satellite, I thought there could be a avalanche of 

big boulders heading toward a communication satellite and the Curiosity Rover would have to get to 

the satellite before the boulders smashed into it. 

Mission 2 Level Design 

I spent the rest of the week working on mission 2, below you can see the outcome I made a boulder 

in Maya, then in unity I added a Rigid body to it which meant if it was put on a slope it would roll 

down the slope. It worked perfectly I didn’t need to script the boulders, I worked out that the 

boulders took about 55 seconds to get to the satellite, so I made a timer script which basically after 

55 seconds finished the level, so the aim was to try to get to the satellite within 55 seconds. Once 

this level was working for the next week I carried on testing the whole game from start to finish and 

tweaked bits as required.  
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We had a informal presentation on November 19th so for a couple of days I prepared a 

presentation. 

When I showed the class my game work in progress I got good feedback, one of the things that was 

pointed out was with the controller to move forward and acceleration the dial was being turned anti 

clockwise, it was advised to me for to make it so to move forward and control speed the dial should 

be moved clockwise it made sense, I planned to change that. 

Another thing which was advised was to make the controller more of a educational piece where the 

user would have to assemble the controller to a certain extent before actually using it, I liked this 

idea too and I planned to make the controller slightly different where there would be wires the user 

would have to click into holes to activate the controller.  

I was also advised by Corrado and rest of the group there wasn’t much exploration, it seemed the 

game was more of a racing game on Mars, it would be better if it had some exploration aspect  to it.  

I took all the feedback on board and I thought about how I could change the game. So I came up 

with the concept that the work I have done so far could be the arcade mode of the game and there 

could be a exploration section to it.  I was currently working on Mission 3 so I thought il finish that 

first then il start a exploration section, where you would control the Curiosity Rover on Mars on a 

free roam map and as you hit certain checkpoints the game would show you Mars billions of years 

ago when the planet was alive theoretically. For example you hit checkpoint 1 and a ocean would 

appear in a canyon for 10 seconds and disappear, you hit checkpoint 2 and a volcano would erupt. 

That was the plan for the exploration section. 

I then started the test stage, I went through level by level to find glitches and problems as I found a 

problem I fixed it, there will minor problems like the timer GUI was in different place in mission 1 

and mission 2 I fixed that and put them in the same place. There needed to be continuity of the GUI 

through the game. 

Mission 3 was going to be similar to bowling, there is boulder on top of a mountain you got to push 

down the mountain hitting objects at the bottom.  I worked on this for a couple of days before I 

stopped, because Corrado said I had enough work to hand in plus I have to document everything and 

work on the dissertation for the next few weeks.  
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I was quite happy with this level, I didn’t have much time left to fully complete it but it worked  , the 

boulder would be pushed down the slope by the rover and every pin that was hit points would be 

awarded.  

N4z Pod Controller  

Whilst working on the draft dissertation the prototype controller arrived which I had designed about 

3  weeks ago , this looked amazing I was really pleased with this design.  

 

I decided to remove the screen from the previous design and I went for more of a handheld 

controller, I had designed this before the presentation so I didn’t have a chance to implement the 

things that were advised by Corrado, but looking at this controller I was in 2 minds of adding the 

educational electronic learning features. Once I had handed in my draft for the dissertation I started 

working on the exploration level. 

December 5th 

Exploration Mission  
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Finished the draft dissertation, I spent the next few days working on the exploration map, the plan 

was to have live cut scenes in level so I wrote a script for that first see appendix [EnableObject.js] 

this script when activated made things appear into the scene slowly fading the object in, then within 

10 seconds fading the object out.  

 

The above scene is the map when the checkpoint has not been activated and below you can see the 

scene when the check point has been activated, grass appears on the map slowly in one part of the 

scene, volcano erupts in another part and a ocean appears in another. The aim of this exploration 

level is to have many cut scenes to tell a story alongside giving factoids about Mars.  

 

The image on the left you can see the spaceship coming to land, when the player is ready to finish 

the exploration mission they must find the spaceship to complete this level, alternatively if they 

want to get to the main menu, all they need to do is press m on the keyboard which will take them 

to the main screen of the game. 

Also below the spaceship you can see a remains of a collision from an asteroid on the right image 

you can see the asteroid approaching the Mars planet. 

This is where the design of the game ends, I had to finish documenting the work I had done so far, so 

for the next few weeks I worked on the documentation. 

January 2013 

2nd January 2013 

I fixed the controller, I edited the controller script to make the controls work clockwise for forward 

and acceleration. This worked alot better than previous controls and it seemed more natural. 

The next few days I played around with the Cryengine contemplating switching to the engine for my 

final part, but its too much of a learning curve to switch to a new engine, Cryengine is fantastic but I 

am not familiar with the scripting side and it would probably take too long to learn in 12 weeks.  

January 7th - Paper Production Complete , ready to upload.  


